THE ENCLAVE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
Residents’ Pool Rules
(May, 2013)
Residents and their designated guests use the Enclave Homeowners Pool at their own risk and accept full responsibility for their
participation. There is no lifeguard on duty.
Official Pool Hours: Dawn to Dusk. Be advised that inclement weather, contamination and/or maintenance work may dictate
adjustments to the daily schedule or limit use of the pool. When there is a “POOL CLOSED” sign posted, all activity in or around
the pool/pool deck is prohibited. Any person utilizing the pool/pool area when the facility is closed may be suspended from
facility privileges or subject to Uniontown Police investigation.
(NOTE: In terms of Pool Rules, “Pool” refers to use of the pool and/or pool deck areas and seating).









Residents of The Enclave who are in good standing (paid-in-full association dues for the current pool year) may utilize
the pool abiding by the stated pool rules.
Use of tobacco, glass products, foul or abusive language and non-service animals are prohibited within the immediate
pool area.
Pool/Clubhouse entrances and doors must remain closed at all times.
Prohibited activities including any forward or backward diving, running, “dunking” or general rough play in or around
the pool.
Diapers, cut-off shorts and/or makeshift wear not intended for pool use are not permitted in the pool. Covers or
shirts meant to minimize sunburn are permitted.
Residents of any Enclave household are permitted access to the pool unless otherwise restricted or closed.
No Enclave resident under the age of 13 may use the pool without one adult(age 16 or older) present in the pool area
at all times.
Guests: Non-Enclave residents are not permitted to utilize the Association Pool at any time. Guests of Enclave
residents are permitted within the following expectations:
Enclave residents must accompany any guest entire time during pool use.
Each Enclave member residence is limited to maximum of six (6) guests at any one time.
During holidays and weekends (or other high-volume use) attendance may be limited to accommodate Enclave
members. On these occasions, guests may be limited per residence to less than six.
Residence guests are considered such whether they are in the pool or not.

Issues and Resolution of Problems:
As Enclave Homeowners, we all share the responsibility for maintaining a safe and clean pool for the enjoyment of our
neighborhood. Likewise, we have the right to enjoy our Association pool in a comfortable and appropriate manner. When an
issue might occasionally arise which deals with behavior or non-residential use in the pool area, we ask that you follow this
protocol:

If you are not certain of the person’s connection to the Enclave, it is appropriate to inquire with an introduction (of
yourself) and ask them to identify their residency. Inform non-residents that there is a restriction of the use of the
pool to Enclave residents and their accompanied guest.

If you are not able to resolve the issue or have one of the Enclave residents to assist, please call the Uniontown Police
Department at 330-699-6444 and indicate you are reporting a trespasser in the Enclave Pool/Clubhouse.

Please enjoy the Enclave Homeowners Pool and surrounding grounds
and help us maintain a wonderful family atmosphere!

